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One of the most eesearched issues in social psychology over the last two

detades has egg7the effects of engaging in counter attitudinal, dissonance

inducing behavior Qn subsequent attitudes. Dissonance reduction in the

form of attitude change has been shown tO occur when the counter attitudinal

behavior is adopted under conditions of low external justificationen

there is assense of personal. responsibility iu adotping tho behavior, and

when actual or potential aversive consequenees foljow from the ba'avior.

rairow
While most of the dissonance research has focused on attitude change

difection of Ow counter attttudinal behAvior, there is no reason

to asfiume that this is the primary mode of dissonance reduction. .A second

form of dissonance raluctiOn involves a bolstering of the initial attitude.

When thu original attitude is especially stropg and central,'involving-a

large degtee of prier commitment, dissonance reduction fbllowing counter

attitudinal behavior is more likely to involve a boliering of the initial

attitude system. This bolstering will serve to reestablish the validity

of the actor's initial set of central, self-relevant beliefs. In contrast,

.

when the initial attitude is not highly central, change in the counter

attftudinat direction rather:than bolstering should be the Treferred

mode of dissonance reducti4.

In line wfth this attitude Mistering argument, Festinget, Riecken,

and Schachter 0950 nonexperimentally studied.a group of religious fantatics

who had predicCed the end of the world. When the predicted dapmsday came

and'pasSed,:members did not'weaken their belief system or commitment to

the,group. Rather they attempted to bolster their initial beliefs by

adopting behavior.donsistent with those beliefs -- by proSelytizing new

members.
(7
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Expt&rimentally, Steele (1975) threatened subjects-by labelin_them

as apathetic and unconcerned about the welfare of otherH. These sublects

responddd positively to a subsequent request for help ill a communiLy pro-

ject. St6ilarly, Dutton & Lake (1973) told a group of white students with

valued rhcial equality that Cheie physiological responses to slides indi-
i

cated an underlying prejudice. Such threats to a central value led to an-

increage in donations to a black panhandler. \

41!

Beth,of these experimental studies involved an external agent who

labelled 9he subject with a counter .attitudinal position. In neither
It

.case was there a frvely chosen behavior fie-would be necessary for7dissonance
2

..

(arousal. Consistent with dissonance the ry, the present study involved a

threat to a central attitude that s$000 from the subject's own freely -
-

-chosen and naturally occurang behavior. In addition, the present study
a

tested the proposition thA the conditions necessari for such attitude

bolstering involve the strength of the subject's initial attitudes and the

sitwition surrounding the adoption of the discrepant behavior. That is,

only subjects who nave strong4ndsentral initial attituaes should use

attitude bolstering as a mode of inconsiptency reduction.

One value that finds widespread support on college campuyes fs

feminism. Yet, behavior of even Ehe most ardent feminist appears sexist

at times. The authors recently came upon a rogic problem 4hat few college

students are bble to Solve and which clearly indicates sex role stereotypic

thinking. The problem is as follqws:

"A father and his son are out driving. They/are involved in an
accident. The father is killed and the son is in critical condition.
The son is rushed to the hospital and Orepared.for tje operatic%) The
doctor comes .in, bees the patient, and exclaims, 'I can't operat , it's
my sonl"
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Smeobjects are asked to provide the most logical explanation for the

set of circummtauces provided. Glirkin (Note I) found that only in of

his subjects identifiej the mother as the doctor in this situation. This

occurred despLte the fact that virtually all subjects indicated that femi-

nism was very important in their system of values.

Consistent with the prior reaso one should predict that for

subjects who highly valuie a ftTinist position, the incodsistency aroused

by failure to solve this problem should be reduced by attitude bolstering

as demonstrated by adopting behavior that indicates a non-sehst position.

On the "other hand, subjects who fail the sex Ale problem, but who are

not stronKly committed to a femirtist position, should resolve any incon-
-7-41

sisteneies between attiUUdes-and behavior by changing-attitudes in the

%

direction of the.discrepanX behavior, i.e., they should become. less

feminist.

Method

The pubjeces for the study were 77.9nder raduates whO were recruited

from introductory psychology\courses. Each subject was randomly assigned .

to an experithental condition. All subjects ipitially filled out a "Con-

temporary Social Issues Questionnaire" which included attitudes toward
I

feminism, e.g., "sons in a family Mlould%be" given more encouragement to

go to college than daughtersr Sitbjects in the experimental conditions

were then preSented with a logic problem to solve. They were given

either the sex role problem in which failu'rt to identiky the doctor

as the boy's mother indicated traditional sex-typed thinking, or a non

sex-role problem (a dlik connecting problem). 'This'latter group ensured

that any obserVed effects were not simply due to a failure experience.

After sub)ects attempted one.or,the other problem, the experimenter showed
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them the correct answer. The'experimenter did not discuss the answer or

mention how.othei subjects had performed. Control subjects were even

neithey problem. They simply filled out the InitlAl questionnaire before

doing the attitude measure.
8

At this potfit, the experimenter introduced a separate study of how

people process information to arrive at legal d&isions. This involved an

affirmative action lawsuit in which a woman claimed that she had been

dented a university faculty position because of her sex. The specific

facts of the case and the qualifications of this'woman-and of the man

hired were presented. Subjects were agked the following: 1) to reach a

verdict ranging from acquitting the universit Y. to finding the university

guilty with severe penalties, 2) to rate how justified was the decision

to hire the man, and 3) to rate 5 questions assessing,general'Attitudes.

toward hiring women and.minorities (which were combined into 1 ibem).

These measures constituted the major dependent variables in the study.

.'To reduce the possibility of.demand factors, the following precau-

Lions were,undertaken: 1) embedding the 5 feminist questions in a 20

item scale so that the feminist aspects of the study were not so salient,

Mtaking great care to separate the various eases of the study,-(i.e.,

the questionnaite, the'ldgic problenval4\the affirmative action decision).

The experimenter indiicated that she knew little about the legal case

study. She told the subjects to put their answers in a 'stamped envelope

addressed to another part of the state. She was not in the room when

sUbjects filled out the affirmative action booklet.

-
_Res-wits

A multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the 3 dependent

measUres de.rived from the lawsuit. The effects of feminism.(treated as a

k

4
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cont(nuous variable) and problem condition (sex role, dot connecting, no

problem) on these measures were examined . The effe of problem condition

waS highly significant. The univarinte tests revepled that, for each

item, subjects Obo kniled the sex role problem were more positive to-

ward affirmative action. Unexpectedly, the multivariate analysis re-

vested no ffect for initial feminism score. -

It was predicted that bolstering by sex role problem subjects (in

the form of support for affirmative action) would be shown primarily by

subjcts high in feminism. This predicted interaction between initial

feminism score and problem condition was marginally significant (p < .11).

However, post hoc tests lent greater support to our hypothesis. For

example. the Multiple R for the dependent measures regressed on feminism

scores for th4 sex role problem subjects.was .71. The corresponding R's

for the dot-connecting.and conttol subjects were .29 and .21. Fisher

exact tests showed that the Multiple R for the sex role problem differed

fitgnificantly from both of these groups. Taken together, these results (
.

supported the hypothetTls that the effects of failing the sex ro4,e problem

Were grehtest for the high-feminism subjects.

Evidence for the interaction between feminism and problem condition
,

wis obtained despite the fact that few of the '!3ubjects were actually "low"

on the femini-Sm scale. The range of stores was 5 (highest feminism) ta

30. The mean for all subjects was 13.6, a quite feminist position. No

strongly non-feminist positions were represented. Thus, even subjepts ip

'the lower third of feminigt scores may have shown attitude bolstering

No-

following failure on_the sex role problem.- If the entire range of feminist

positions hadAbeen representedl one would have' expected to find a main

reffect for initial feminism on-affirmative action decisions. Moreover, had,e\

t 4
11



there been more i cminists in the sample, perhaps an even stronger indt-
41)

cation of the interaction betweenVemiulsm and problem condition would

have resulted.

Discussion

While prirtticy, salience, and impression management interpretations

of 'these daIa cannot be eliminated, the results are quite consistent w101

a4144ssonanee interpretation. In addition W. violatink, and thereby

threateWing,.self-relevant expecthncies, failing the sex Tole logic prablem

also involved tlm"other characterist,ics necessary f6r dissonance arousal.

A high degree of choice and respOnsibility was invOlved: The sexigt be-- .

havior is clearly self-generated. Furthermore, failing the sex role

. I.problem involved the potential for aversive consqueNices by recognizing

. 1
, . the pervasiveness of sexist thinls.ing in oneself. \\

While the pfesent study wah not meant to addrev the self-perception

vs. dissonance controversy, there are some observations to be.made. Sub-

jects failed to adopt' behavior in-line with.the nonfeminist inference thgt

might hav been drawn from their behavior. _Rather, they behaved in,$-N,

manner inconaistent with a self-perception theory thatCproposes that in-
/

'ferences drawn from behavior will lead to subsequent.behavipr consistent

with those inferences.
:)

)16'
The goal foi future research is to determine: a) the long term effects4

-,
o ,

,

on 'highly Committed subjects of engaging in counter-attttudinal behavior, .

.
--- _

and b) a demonstration of the interactive effect between initial attituae
,

and the situatiod surrounding gle adoption of the discrepant behavior in

which both high and low commitment groups change in opposing directions

(i.e., high subjects move in the di;ettion of te initial attitude, while

loW subjectsmove in'the clirection of thg counter-attitudinal behavior).
(
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